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Abstract

When shall I fly to New York? Which airline should I
choose? How are these related to which airport I arrive at,
to how I might travel into the city and to where I choose to
stay? Many current and potential applications of agents in-
volve reasoning and communicating about multiple interel-
lated choices.

To date however, most proposals for communication in
agent systems have provided little or no direct support for
the type of communication required by these applications.
To address this need, this paper describes the Constraint
Choice Language (CCL) - an agent Content Language de-
signed to support agent problem solving by providing ex-
plicit representations of choices and choice problems.

1. Introduction

Solving problems implies defining and makingchoices.
When a group of people decide on a meeting, they agree
on choices for the meeting time and place. Resource al-
location involves choosing which resources to reserve for
which tasks. In planning, we exchange information about
task timing and resources as well as commitments on what
gets done by whom and when. Many of these tasks lend
themselves perfectly to implementation by agent systems.

There are numerous examples of multi-agent systems
that solve choice problems from airport slot allocation [6],
network management [4, 12] and negotiation about mutu-
ally acceptable choices ([11] for example) to numerous dis-
tributed meeting scheduling systems. In this work, it is gen-
erally assumed that the choices to be made as well as the
space of possibilities arefixedand agreed on by all agents
before problem solving begins. This requirement is diffi-
cult to satisfy when problem-solving takes place in a het-

erogeneous environment such as the Internet. Choices are
often not known beforehand, but only discovered from in-
formation services. For example, when planning a trip it
may not a-priori be known what means of transport will be
used, how many stops it will involve, and which route it will
take. Such information is only gathered incrementally from
information agents, such as airline, railway, or tourist in-
formation services. Since choices are now no longer fixed,
negotiation about alternatives requires that agents commu-
nicate the choices being considered - generating a growing
need for flexible communication about choices.

To date however, most proposals for communication in
agent systems have used very general semantic paradigms
such as first-order logic. These general paradigms pose seri-
ous implementation problems due the intractability of log-
ical inference. In order to build practical agent systems,
it is often necessary to adopt a simpler paradigm which is
sufficient for most purposes while at the same time being
tractable.

To address this need, this paper describes theConstraint
Choice Language (CCL) which is an agentcontent lan-
guage1 designed to explicitly support agent communication
about choices and choice problems. CCL:� Uses Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs, [1]) as

an underlying model for choice problems,� Addresses a large class of choice problems by provid-
ing explicit support for notions such as choices, op-
tions for choices and relationships between choices,� Supports communication about choice problems from
problem modelling right through to problem solving,� Is designed to be used with the FIPA standard Agent
Communication Language FIPA-ACL and has been in-

1See Section 2 for the distinction between agent communication lan-
guages and content languages.



corporated in the FIPA 1999 standard as content lan-
guageFIPA-CCL.

This paper aims to provide a brief outline of the ideas
behind CCL, details of the language can be found in the
complete language specification [16]2.

2 Language Description

Communication between agents is often separated into
two levels - thecommunication languagelevel and thecon-
tent languagelevel. Expressions in the former describe an
agent’s mental attitudes towards states of the world and are
characterised ascommunicative acts. Expressions in the
later describe states of the world and represent theobjects
of the communicative acts. CCL is designed as a content
language for states of the world involving notions of choice
including:� Sets of choices to be made,� Relationships between choices,� Operations that can be performed on choice problems,� Propositional statements about choice problems.

As mentioned in the introduction, the language is based
on the CSP formalism. In recent years, CSPs have emerged
as the most successful paradigm for solving combinatorial
choice problems, including many applications in resource
allocation, scheduling, diagnosis, spatial reasoning, plan-
ning and product configuration. This strong interest has
resulted in a wide variety of well-developed techniques,
including optimisation and tradeoff analysis. Researchers
have also applied CSP to problem-solving in distributed
contexts. Work by Yokoo [17] and others has addressed the
problem ofsolvingCSP in a distributed manner. CSPs have
also been used to build lightweight agents for tasks from
concurrent engineering [9] to e-commerce [13].

2.1 Definition of a CSP

A finite binary discrete CSP is defined as:� A finite set of variablesV ,� A finite domainDi of possible discrete values for each
variablevi 2 V ,� A finite set of constraintsC between any pairs of vari-
ables inV .

A solution to the CSP is defined as:
2This is the current version (v2.01) included in the FIPA99 standard.

Available on-line athttp://liawww.epfl.ch/CCL/

An assignment of values to variables inV such
that: each variablevi 2 V is assigned a valued 2 Di, and none of the constraintsc 2 C are
violated.

Finding a solution therefore involves identifying consis-
tent assignments of values to each variable such that all the
constraints posted for the problem are respected. More for-
mal definitions of CSPs can be found in [7] and [1] amongst
others. The basic definition has previously been extended
in many ways to introduce aspects such as new variable and
constraint types or dynamic properties. Each of these CSP
sub domains generally has a well defined extension to the
basic CSP model and its own specific literature on how to
model and treat such problems.

2.2 Expressing Choices and Choice Problems in
CCL

In CCL, a choice problem is defined as a CSP in the fol-
lowing way:� Variables are choices to be made - such as which brand

of shampoo to use or how many roses to buy for a date.
The set of variablesV is the set of choices which all
need to be made to have a complete solution to the
current problem,� Domains are the available options for each choice
(variable). Thus the number of roses may be anywhere
between 1 and 30 and the brands of shampoo one of X,
Y and Z,� Finally, constraints are relationships between choices
which express valid or invalid combinations (the num-
ber of roses for a date, for example, is likely to be heav-
ily dependent on who the date is with and the current
state of the users finances). The set of constraintsC
therefore restricts the set of all possible combinations
of choices made to a smaller set of desirable assign-
ments which meet the requirements of a solution to the
choice problem.

The assignment of one of the values from a domainDi
to a variablevi corresponds to making a choice forvi. The
set of all possible combinations of assignments of domain
values to variables defines the problem search space.

2.3 Core Language Constructs

Since CCL is designed primarily to be used with FIPA-
ACL [3] (although adaptation for use with other ACLs
should be straightforward), the main constructs in the lan-
guage are classified into three groups: objects, actions and
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propositions. These correspond to the three classes of con-
struct specified in [3] for use with FIPA ACL. The follow-
ing is a complete list of the principle constructs available in
CCL:� Objects: The objects in CCL are the following:

– CSP: represents a complete choice problem and
is composed of elements representing the notions
of Variables, Domains, Constraintsdescribed in
Section 2.2,

– CSP-solution , CSP-solution-list :
represent choices made which satisfy all
constraints and are composed ofVariable
assignments.� Actions: The available actions in the language are:

– CSP-give-constraints ,
CSP-give-values : are information gath-
ering actions adding either more options to
choices (give-values) or restricting available
combinations of choices (give-constraints),

– CSP-solve , CSP-solve-list : are choice
making actions generating combinations of
choices made which respect the information
specified for the choice problem (constraints,
available values, etc.).

Each of the actions represents a function carried out by
an actor (agent) with one of the objects of the language
as an argument.� Propositions: The available propositions in the lan-
guage are:

– CSP-insoluble , CSP-soluble : which
make statements about the existence of solutions
to the problem,

– CSP-unknown : which is an all purpose propo-
sition for cases when a reference failed in the
conversation.

The truth/falsehood of propositions, definition of solu-
tions, well formedness of choice problems and other proper-
ties such as solution search terminations are all well defined.
These definitions are given in terms of the standard formal
version of the CSP model defined in Section 2.1 and its in-
terpretation as a choice problem outlined in Section 2.2.3

The number of constructs in CCL is clearly quite small,
however each construct may be structured and the flexibility
of the language rests upon the flexibility of the underlying
CSP/choice problem model.

3See [16] for complete definitions.

3 Using CCL

CCL is primarily intended for expressing states of the
world involving interellated choices. Tasks involving this
kind of state can often be broken down into four main steps:
problem modelling, information gathering, information fu-
sion, andproblem solving. This section gives an overview
of how CCL can be used in each of these steps.

3.1 Travel Planning Example

To give a concrete feel to the explanations in this section,
the following example scenario will be used for illustration:

Caroline would like to meet Liz in London for
one of the exhibition preview receptions at the
Tate Gallery. These will be held at the beginning
of October. Both Liz and Caroline have other
appointments around that time, and will need to
travel to London from their homes in Paris and
New York.

Each of the meeting participants has a Personal Travel
Assistant Agent (PTA) and a Diary Agent (DA). The sce-
nario also includes an Air Travel Agent (ATA) able to give
information about flight availability, a Hotel Broker Agent
(HBA) able to give information on hotels in London and a
Constraint Solver Agent (CSA) able to solve generic CSPs.

Caroline’s PTA agent takes charge of planning the trip -
even in this simple example there are several choices to be
made:� Exact timing of the meeting,� Which hotel to stay in,� Flights for both participants.

The PTA’s task now involves formalising the problem
with initial values and constraints, gathering information
for problem solving (from the DA, ATA and HBA agents),
composing this information and finally solving the com-
plete problem (with the help of the CSA).

Note that throughout, example messages use a con-
densed syntax - both for ACL and for CCL (CCL uses an
XML syntax) to emphasise the key points in the exchange
and reduce required space.

3.2 Problem Modelling

As described in Section 2.2, modelling a choice problem
in CCL requires the problem to be formulated as a CSP -
that is:� Identifying the choices to be made - these become the

variables in the problem formulation,
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� Identifying which options are available for each of the
choices - this generates the domains of values for each
of the variables,� Specifying how choices are related - generating the
constraints (relations and exclusions) which apply to
problem solutions.

 
{2 nights, 3 
nights, ...} 

{Mariott Hilton} 

{Gatwick, 
Heathrow,  
City} 

{BA,  
Swissair, 
United} 

{6pm, 
7pm} 

{Economy,
Business, 
First} 

{14Oct, 
15Oct, 
16Oct,... }

Problem

Choices

Options

Relationships

{}

Figure 1. A problem modelled as a CSP can be repre-
sented as a graph (known as a constraint graph) with vari-
ables as vertices and constraints as arcs. This type of visu-
alisation can greatly ease problem specification.

As noted in Section 2, CSPs have established themselves
as a powerful formalism for expressing problems involving
multiple interrelated choices. Although some experience is
required with the framework, the process is in general intu-
itive (see the graphical representation in Figure 1) and most
importantly generates problem descriptions with well de-
fined properties and well studied solution techniques.

Travel Planning Example The travel problem can be
modelled as a CSP with variables such as: flight depar-
ture times, airports, diary dates, hotels, airlines and meet-
ing places. Constraints which might be known at this initial
stage include: travel time between home and airport, dura-
tion of the meeting (a constraint between the meeting start
and end times). Many of the variables would also have do-
mains which indicate the range of values which are initially
acceptable (the days for the meeting might be given as any
day in a two week period for example).

3.3 Information Gathering

Once a choice problem had been modelled as a CSP,
problem information can be added to the CSP representa-
tion to constrain or expand the range of options available
(Figure 2). Information can be obtained from other agents
by requesting them to:� Add values to domains using the

CSP-give-values action,

� Add constraints over the variables using the
CSP-give-constraints action.

These actions can be applied to either the complete
CSP or to parts of it. Adding information generated
by these actions to a CSP results in a changed solu-
tion space (depending on the type of composition ap-
plied - see Section 3.4) - more possible options for choices
(CSP-give-values ) or greater restrictions on possible
solutions (CSP-give-constraints ).

PTA 
Agent A

Information Agents
Request: 

CCL Information  
give-values / 

constraints

(Air 
Travel)

(Diary) 

(Hotel  
Broker)

Figure 2. The agent with the choice problem (agent A)
requests information related to the problem from agents
with expertise relating to each sub-part of the problem. To
achieve this, the CSP is split up into pieces and additional
options (values) or constraints are requested for each sub-
part.

A further mode of interaction (not shown in the figure) is
to send the complete CSP to several agents and asking for
constraints or values. This case would be most useful if the
agents being queried have similar domains of expertise (e.g.
each is an airline booking agent but for a different airline).
The agent trying to solve the choice problem would then
receive several sets of information for the same sub-parts of
the problem and can subsequently choose which offering to
use.

The main advantages of CCL for information gathering
are:� The representation allows simple decompositions of

the problem being addressed,� The information that can be added by each of the in-
formation agents is well defined,� The problem and eventual response representations are
very compact: a list of options for each choice rather
than anenumerated list of all possible combinations.
The length of an enumerated list ismultiplicativein the
size of the variable domains whereas for a CSP repre-
sentation the size isadditivew.r.t the variable domains.

Information agents may also be able to advertise which
types of choices they can provide information for by giving
CSPs as templates.
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Travel Planning Example This phase of the task in-
volves the PTA agent sending information requests to the
four agents which have information about the problem:
ATA (asking for possible values for the flight variables),
the two DA agents (asking for constraints on the meeting
times/dates) and the HBA for hotel information. Figure 3
shows an example message from the agent trying to solve
the travel problem to the ATA agent.

(request 
 :sender "Personal Travel Agent" 
 :receiver "Air Travel Agent" 
 :content  
  (Action: CSP-give-values 
   (Object: CSP 
    :CSP-ref "my-travel-problem" 
    :variables { 
      (Element: CSP-variable 
        :name outward-flight-date 
        :type time-date 
        :role {flight-date, outward} 
        :domain {9-10-00,10-10-00, ...} )  
      (Element: CSP-variable 
        :name airline)  
      (Element: CSP-variable 
        :name departure-airport)  
        ... 
       }  
    :relations { } 
    :exclusions { } 
)))

Figure 3. Using a FIPA request message, the PTA re-
quests an action to add values to a problem description (a
subset of the PTA’s whole problem). Any initial values
in variable domains serve as guidelines for information the
ATA might add in the rest of the CSP.

3.4 Information Fusion

Having been requested to add information to the CSP, the
information agents return new CSPs which contain the in-
formation related to the variables and constraints in the CSP
sent in the query. The querying agent needs to fuse these to
combine the information from the various sources. There
are two main ways of combining CSPs: conjunctive combi-
nation (s.t. the new CSP satisfiesall the participant CSPs)
and disjunctive combination (s.t. the new CSP satisfiesat
least oneof the participant CSPs).

Again the underlying CSP framework is crucial here -
just as decomposition of the whole problem into parts was
simple and well defined, the generic structure makes it pos-
sible to precisely define the operations which allow the re-
composition of the information from two or more messages.

For advanced treatment, CSPs can also be transformed into
canonical forms such as the microstructure [5, 15] where fu-
sion and equivalence can be decided by efficient algorithms.

Travel Planning Example The responses of the informa-
tion agents (assuming they were able to perform the re-
quested actions) would beinform messages containing
the same CSP sub-problem4 that was sent in the request.
The CSP may have additional values (in the case of the air-
line agent for instance) or constraints (in the case of the
diary agents for example). These additions represent the in-
formation which must be taken into account when looking
for a solution.

3.5 Problem Solving

Once a problem has been modelled, information gath-
ered and composed to form a single choice problem, this
can be solved. The final choice problem, with all values
and constraints gathered, represents a well defined search
and solution space. Every valid solution in the space is an
acceptable combination of choices the agent could make
which 1) represents its original problem specification, 2)
represents the constraints and options provided by the in-
formation sources.

PTA 
Agent A

Constraint Solver 
AgentRequest: 

CCL solve  
action

Figure 4. The problem can be solved as a generic CSP
problem by sending it to a third party solving agent which
can apply one of a suite of solving techniques.

In the context of the CCL language there are two main
ways to solve a constructed CSP problem:� Implementation of one or several solution algorithms

in the agent solving the choice problem (PTA agent A
in Figure 4). Solution algorithms range from very sim-
ple compact approaches to elaborate specialised tech-
niques. Example algorithms can be found in [14],
among others,� Usage of a third party constraint solver agent which
implements a suite of algorithms for solving generic

4Note that here the CSP is treated as a propositional object asif it were
wrapped in a second order function equivalent to FIPA-SL’s(iota X
(result (act i) X)) .
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CSPs. Such solver agents can be requested to solve
choice problems using the CCL language actions
CSP-solve andCSP-solve-list (see Figure 4).

The semantic meaning behind the variables and con-
straints in the problem can be stripped away during the so-
lution process and the problem can be solved as a generic
CSP (such as the one defined in Section 2.1). This is an im-
portant feature of CCL since it allows powerful CSP prob-
lem solving algorithms to be applied (in either of the solu-
tion methods given above). It also allows problems to be
solved to be completely anonymised: names, places, con-
straints and values can all be removed and replaced with ar-
bitrary tags. This transformation makes it very difficult for a
problem solving agent or anybody intercepting the message
containing the problem to deduce what the real problem is
about.

Travel Planning Example Having sent the completed
CSP containing all the gathered information to a CSA
agent requesting aCSP-solve action the PTA should
receive a reply such as the one shown in Figure 5 or a
CSP-insoluble proposition if there was no available
valid combination of choices. If a CSP is insoluble, partial
or MAX CSP techniques can be applied to find approximate
solutions.

(inform 
 :sender "Constraint Solver Agent" 
 :receiver "Personal Travel Agent" 
 :content  
   (Object: CSP-solution 
    :CSP-ref "my-travel-problem" 
    :assignments { 
     (Element: CSP-variable-assignment 
       :name outward-flight-date 
       :value  "13-10-00)  
     (Element: CSP-variable-assignment 
       :name return-flight-date 
       :value  "16-10-00")  
     (Element: CSP-variable-assignment 
       :name hotel-name 
       :value "Hilton")  
      ... 
     }  
))

Figure 5. The solution returned is a list of variable assign-
ments - giving a decision for each choice to make which in
combination make up a valid solution to the choice prob-
lem.

4 Language Demonstrator

To validate the language specification, demonstrate its
utility and to provide feedback to the specification process
a demonstration application is being developed in parallel
with CCL. The application implements a travel planning
scenario similar to the one used as an example throughout
the previous section and includes:� PTA and DA agents for each user,� An ATA agent providing flight information from a

database containing a snapshot of a real Swissair flight
database.� A CSA agent for solving CSPs which uses the Java
Constraint Library (a freely available library imple-
menting standard CSP algorithms5).

All agents were implemented on top of the FIPA’97
compliant Open Source Platform FIPA-OS (see
http://www.nortelnetworks.com/fipa-os/
for more details).

Meeting start

Meeting end

C: Return flight

C: Outbound flight

C: Outward flight 
depature

C: Return flight 
arrival

C: Free diary  
slots

C: Outward flight 
arrival

C: Return flight 
depature

(Variables for 
other meeting  
participants)

Variable

Constraint

C: Caroline

Figure 6. The choices involved in Caroline’s attendance
at the meeting with Liz are represented by 7 variables. 10
constraints model the relationships between the variables
and how they influence the meeting start and end times.

5This library can be downloaded at
http://liawww.epfl.ch/˜torrens/JCL/ .
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A simplified version of the CSP model built for demon-
stration scenario is shown in Figure 6. Most of the vari-
ables are single time/date tokens, theflight vari-
ables are flight numbers and thefree diary slots
(FDS) variable has a domain containing tuples of the
form (start; end) wherestart andend are time/date to-
kens signifying the beginning and end of a free period of
time in Caroline’s diary. The constraints betweenFDS,
outward flight departure (OFD) andreturn
flight arrival (RFA) are worth noting:� OFDis constrained w.r.t. the first index of the tuples in

FDSwith a “greater than” constraint. This expresses
that Caroline’s flight must leave after thestart of the
selected free slot in her diary,� RFAis constrained w.r.t. the second index of the tuples
in FDSwith a “less than” constraint. This expresses
that Caroline’s return flight must arrive before theend
of the selected free slot in her diary.

Since the variableFDSmay only take one(start; end)
tuple value in any given solution, these constraints ensure
that Caroline completes her entire trip in a single continuous
free period. The constraints imposed by Caroline’s schedule
affect the possible choices of flights (flight, departure and
arrival times) which in turn affect Caroline’s availability for
the meeting.

The sub problem of the CSP which is made up of the
variables denoted by “C: ” in Figure 6 contains all the
choices which must be made by Caroline. More meeting
participants with similar models can be added by allow-
ing each to express constraints on the meeting start and end
times. Each participant may have a different set of variables
and constraints in their own subproblem which influence his
or her constraints on the meeting times (different modes of
transport, dependencies on other meetings etc.).

Once information has been gathered about the variables,
domain values and constraints of each meeting participant
and from related services such as the air travel agent ATA,
the complete CSP can be solved as a single problem.

5 CCL and Existing Content Languages

Currently available agent content languages, such as
KIF6 ([8], often used with KQML [2]) or FIPA SL
(SemanticLanguage - [3]) are based on very general se-
mantic paradigms such as first order logic. Although pow-
erful, these languages lack standardised ways of expressing
choices. While it is of course possible to express a choice

6Note that we treat KIF as a content language here although itsprimary
purpose is to enable knowledge description and it does not, for example,
allow the representation of actions.

in a predicate calculus expression, the absence of a stan-
dard convention means that different agents can formulate
choices in different ways. Fusing or comparing choices
would then require theorem proving (potentially undecid-
able). A further difficulty is that since all expressions are
built up from a small core of primitives, repeating expres-
sions of structures such as lists of choices, options etc. adds
significantly to message length.7 Thirdly using a language
such as SL or KIF requires developers to understand of its
complex logical foundations. Expressions in CCL are ar-
guably much more intuitive since they are defined in the
same terms as the problem being addressed (choices to be
made, options available and relationships between choices).
The fact that CCL only allows binary constraints can, how-
ever, complicate problem modelling.

On the minus side, since CCL is less expressive than
either SL or KIF, its application domain is also more re-
stricted. As noted above however this restriction can also be
seen as positive - expressions in the language are no longer
undecidable and the language is much more effective for its
target group of applications.

Despite the existence of SL and KIF, the vast majority
of agent applications continue to use application and do-
main specific content languages developed specifically for
the project at hand. This approach is clearly often necessary
if no suitable standard content languages are available. The
advantages of using a generic language such as CCL instead
of a home-grown language are potentially two-fold:

1. The use of a common problem model provides ac-
cess to common resources of experience, research and
problem solving tools,

2. CCL’s inclusion in the FIPA standard very much in-
creases the likelihood of future cross application inter
operation.

Application in a particular domain would then be done
1) by the problem descriptions used (i.e. the CSP model)
and 2) by the domain ontology applied.

Finally, the most relevant work done on communicating
choices which does not fall into either of the areas discussed
above is that done in the KRAFT project [10]. This work is
extensive and applies a form of KQML and a constraint rep-
resentation to transform and fuse knowledge from multiple
database sources.

6 Conclusions

From booking hotels, flights and car hire to purchasing
the correctly sized wardrobe and scheduling a management

7In fact, representing sets of choices whichhave yet to madeis dif-
ficult in a logical language based on evaluating the truth/falsehood of a
statement.
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meeting - many important current and proposed agent appli-
cations require reasoning and communication about com-
plex interrelated choices. To date, no available content lan-
guage has been able to address the communications needs
of these applications adequately.

CCL provides a standard way of expressing choices
which is modelled after the successful formalism ofcon-
straint satisfaction. The language represents a signifi-
cant departure from previously defined generic content lan-
guages by beingproblem solving focused- using a common
problem representation to underpin all phases of communi-
cation. Crucially, CCL alsoreduces the complexity of rea-
soningrequired of agents by limiting its expressiveness to
the CSP formalism. While this makes it impossible to ex-
press certain situations the considerable success of CSP in
practical applications shows that this is not a serious handi-
cap.

Although CCL in its present form can already cover a
large number of applications, we hope that the language
will evolve with usage (adding support for different types
of problem and perhaps integration with other languages de-
pending on user needs).

CCL Language Resources: CCL’s utility can of course
only be proven with usage, hence we are making every ef-
fort to support its usage by interested parties so we can even-
tually improve and refine the language.8 To this end, a web
page with up to date CCL related resources can be found at
http://liawww.epfl.ch/CCL/ .
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